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“Scream Queens Illustrated”

Cheesy Fun

Amos Lassen

This is a two feature set of films starring the Scream Queens,

“Swimsuit Sensations” and “Knockout Workout”. These films

appeared to have been lost but they were found and put together in

this set and watching them you will have a really cheesy time. Great

films they are not but they are fun. Because the masters could not be

recovered, these films were restored in the best way that they could

but that really doesn’t matter if you just want to have a good campy

time.

“Swimsuit Sensations” shows how the stars—Melissa Moore,

Veronica Carothers and Jasae managed to keep their beautiful bodies

looking good. There is not a serious note here.
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“Knockout Workout” is a tasteless exercise for maintaining a

beautiful shape.

I honestly had never heard of the Scream Queens but I surely enjoyed

their films.
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